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DIY BEADBOARD WALL WITH 
DESK AND SHELVES

 AT BRENTWOOD PLACE
Designed By: Sarah Ciesla for HistoryMaker Homes

Supplies:
• 4’x8’ Sheets of Beadboard
• Caulk
• Clear Finish - We used Minwax Polycrylic
• Construction Adhesive
• Dry Cloths
• Drywall Anchors (75 lb Capacity)
• Nails
• Paint - We used Sherwin Williams 7066 Grey Matters
• Paint Pan
• Painter’s Tape
• Sandpaper
• Trim Peices
• Unfinished Maple Plywood Sheets, cut to specs
• Wood Fill
• Wood Screws
• Wood Stain - We used Minwax #274 True Black
• 
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Tools:
• Drill with 2-inch Paddle Bit
• Jigsaw
• Level (Laser and Flat Lay if Available)
• Nail Gun
• Paint Brush
• Pencil
• Stud Finder
• Table Saw
• Table Saw
• Tape Measure



Step by Step: Beadboard Wall

Measure Your Walls 

1. Measure the area of your walls so you can cut your beadboard. You’ll 
use your table saw to make your cuts. Remember, measure twice and 
cut once! 

2. Cut holes for your electrical switches and outlets. You’ll need to re-
move the covers from the wall. Measure where they are placed on your 
wall and transfer the location to your beadboard. Once installed, the 
covers should sit ontop of the beadboard; thus your measurements 
should be 1/4” less than the plate cover itself. To make the cuts easier 
in such a small area, follow these quick steps:
• Use your drill to drill a hole in each corner
• Use your jigsaw to cut out the area

Attach the Beadboard

3. Even before hanging, it’s best to test fit your beadboard – hold up the 
beadboard on the wall area it will be installed to insure a correct fit. 
Then apply construction adhesive on the back (in a squiggly shape). 
Use a level to get your first sheet straight and the rest will follow. Se-
cure with a few finishing nails to hold in place until the adhesive dries.   
Each sheet of beadboard should butt up together very tightly.
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Tips for Cutting Around Outlets:
1. Be sure to remove the outlet plate.

2. Cut your piece to the full length that you need. Measure from A to B and B 
to D on the wall and mark on the back side of the piece. Then measure for 
the length for C and mark. Remember to mark opposite ends (illustrated 
below) because you will be flipping it back over. Cut out with a jigsaw.



Touch Up

4. Use your caulk to fill in the seam and any gaps you may see. Remem-
ber you can’t easily sand down caulk, so smooth it out after you apply.

5. You want your beadboard to look seamless, so fill every single hole 
with wood filler. You can sand wood filler, so apply enough to fill the 
hole and sand it down after it dries. A kitchen butter knife is a useful 
tool to apply with!

Paint

6. Now you get to paint your beadboard! We used Sherwin Williams 7066 
Grey Matters. After the paint dries screw your electrical plates back on.

Step by Step: Desktop and Floating Shelves

Sketch Design
1. Sketch the overall shape, scale and style of the intended floating-shelf 

workstation onto a notepad using a pencil or black marker. This will 
help you determine how much material is needed.

Here is our design drawing:
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Find Wall Studs
2. Once the workstation’s placement is determined, use a stud finder to find 

the location of the wall studs behind the wall’s surface. This is necessary 
to properly secure the workstation to the wall. Mark the stud areas with a 
pencil.

Cut the Wood

3. Properly mark the wood being used for your desktop and shelves. Cut 
each piece to size with the table saw. We designed and built the desktop 
to be 18” deep and the shelves above to be 8” deep.

4. With the sawing complete, next thoroughly wipe away dust from each 
piece, one at a time, with a clean rag, brush or damp sponge.

Assemble Shelves

5. Referring to dimensions and design recorded on the notepad, assemble 
the shelves and desktop attaching side panels and the top and bottom 
panels. Leave the back open to save room for the cleats in your next 
step. Use of either nails and a nail gun or screws and a screw gun are rec-
ommended. 

TIP: At this stage in construction, consider drilling a hole in the desktop 
for use in concealing cords and wires from electronics such as laptops 
and printers. If desired, drill a 2-inch hole directly into the top of the desk; 
use a drill with a 2-inch paddle bit.
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Sand Lightly

6. To open the pores in preparation for staining. Begin with a medium-grit 
sandpaper (#120). Work your way to a final sanding with a fine-grit sand-
paper (#220). Always sand in the direction of the grain to avoid leaving 
unsightly scratches.

Cut and Install Cleats 

7. Using leftover wood scraps, cut a cleat that is approximately 1/4 inch 
shorter in size than the interior of the shelf (this will not only hold the 
shelf firmly to the wall but also serve as the back panel for the interior 
of the workstation). Attach the cleat directly into wall studs with drywall 
screws and a screw gun. Remember to reference the marks previously 
made to note the wall studs’ locations. 

TIP: For the most secure installation into the wall studs, first drill drywall 
anchors designed to hold up to 75 lbs, then drill screws through the cleat 
and into the stud.

Attach Desktop and Shelves to Cleats 

8. With the help of a friend, hold the floating shelf above cleat, then lower 
it onto the cleat so that the bottom of the shelf surface is flush with the 
top of the cleat. Once placed, add screws through the top and bottom 
of the workstation, securing it directly into the cleat. Apply weight to the 
top of the shelf to ensure a tight fit. If loose, it may be necessary to add a 
few more screws in the top, sides, and directly into the front of the cleat. 
Repeat this step for the reamining shelves and desktop.

Stain Shelves 

9. After the workstation has been securely fastened to the cleat, place a 
drop cloth to protect the surrounding area from wood stain splatter. 

10. Use a paintbrush to thoroughly coat interior and exterior surfaces with 
your stain, we used Minwax #274 True Black. Brush against the direction 
of the grain and apply a liberal amount of stain, giving the wood an am-
ple amount to absorb. 

TIP: The longer the stain is left on, the deeper and richer the color will be. 
For consistent color, use careful timing. Never allow any stain to dry on 
the wood surface—it will prevent the clear finish from adhering and cause 
other issues.

11. Remove the last of any unabsorbed stain with a dry cloth, wiping in the 
direction of the wood grain. Allow to dry for 24 hours.



You did it!!
Now post a picture of your finished product on Facebook or 
Instagram and tag HistoryMaker Homes to show off your 

work!
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12. Once the stain has dried, apply a clear finish such as Minwax Polycrylic to 
protect both the stain and the wood—and to make the final results look 
even more beautiful.


